CASE STUDY

WAN UPGRADE
BOOSTS SPEEDS,
LOWERS COSTS

BorgWarner’s Mark
Williams turned to
CDW Aggregation,
Infrastructure &
Managed Services to
find a new WAN provider.

At a Glance
A well-executed RFP helps
BorgWarner find the right
telecommunications carrier
to support the growing
business needs of its
far-flung global operations.

COMPANY: BorgWarner
HEADQUARTERS: Auburn Hills, Mich.
EMPLOYEES: 22,000
NUMBER OF LOCATIONS: 17 in the United
States, 41 worldwide
BUSINESS: With 2014 sales of $8.3 billion,
BorgWarner is a product leader in highly
engineered components and systems
for powertrains. It features innovative
solutions to improve fuel economy, reduce
emissions and enhance performance.
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CASE STUDY
Businesses in today’s hyperconnected global marketplace
can come to a standstill if one important resource falters:
the wide area network.
The WAN optimization market now stands at $1.1 billion,
and Gartner says it’s poised for steady growth through
2018 as global enterprises bolster efforts to launcher faster
and more reliable networks.
No one understands the importance of WANs better
than Mark Williams, senior manager of global networks and
telecommunications at BorgWarner.
BorgWarner, a leader in designing engines, transmissions
and driveline systems for vehicles, employs 22,000 people

“Without any bias, CDW
simply presented the facts to
me, and when I had enough
information, I settled on the
carrier that I felt best met
my requirements.”
— Mark Williams, senior manager of global networks
and telecommunications at BorgWarner

in 58 facilities throughout the world.
Williams is responsible for maintaining a reliable, secure
and high-performing WAN infrastructure to keep data

along with Microsoft SharePoint and Exchange systems.
BorgWarner continued to grow as an organization

flowing throughout BorgWarner’s global operations. When

and featured new business requirements, such as senior

the company’s WAN contract came up for renewal, he knew

leaders’ increased reliance on high-quality video to connect

the newly competitive marketplace would likely present

the global workforce.

him with better options to support BorgWarner’s current
and near-term needs.
Finding the best alternative would be a daunting task. Past
requests for proposal (RFPs) for other large-scale projects
sometimes took a month or more to complete. While

“Our CEO wants to visit every location throughout the
world and be able to broadcast live video from wherever he
happens to be,” Williams says. “We needed a network that
could do that in a reliable way.”
However, applications like this are particularly sensitive

Williams knew finding the right carrier would pay off in the

to network delays, where even a few milliseconds of

end, he didn’t know if he could allocate the time needed now.

latency can disrupt real-time communications.

Fortunately, he found the edge he needed — CDW

Williams also wanted to improve the service and

Aggregation, Infrastructure & Managed (AIM) Services, a

support BorgWarner experienced from its old carrier,

team of telecommunications specialists that helps clients

which centralized the management of operations in North

define networking needs and manage the RFP process.

America. If a BorgWarner facility overseas experienced

Working from a customer-provided set of business and

problems beyond routine issues, end users had to wait for

technical requirements, the CDW team vetted a shortlist of

the North American staff to clock in before they got the

qualified WAN service providers, detailing the pros and cons

help they needed.

of each.

When the network contract came up for renewal,

“All I had to do was make the final decision,” Williams says.

Williams developed a list of criteria for potential carriers,

Now, with a new carrier in place, BorgWarner is reaping

requiring that each vendor:

the rewards of a modern WAN with greater capacity and
higher reliability than the old system delivered. Williams
even saved money in the process that the company can
plow back into additional network improvements.

New Business Requirements
The stakes tend to be high when organizations like
BorgWarner switch WAN providers. Given the critical role
WANs play in daily business operations, companies cannot
afford any flaws during service changeover.
In BorgWarner’s case, the WAN connects four

• Provide a high-capacity network that is global in scope
• Support a secondary network for low-priority traffic
• Enable policy-based routing to balance traffic among
primary and secondary networks to optimize capacity
and minimize costs

• Make service and support available to any region during
local business hours

• Support Ethernet on fiber connections

Ethernet on fiber was particularly important to Williams

because it offers a way to quickly increase capacity.
Fiber offers up to 100 megabits per second of maximum

primary data centers and dozens of business facilities

connectivity, allowing the company to scale up from lower

around the world. It also links end users to critical

speeds if their business demands.

applications, including enterprise resource planning (ERP)
and product lifecycle management (PLM) solutions,

“This enables us to upgrade in 10-meg increments —
from 10 to 100 megs — as the location’s needs grow,”
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Williams says. “We want to be in position to enable
bandwidth increases and reduce timelines, not the more
time consuming physical change that has to happen
with copper wiring.”

RFPs Without the Pain
To find the right WAN provider, Williams investigated CDW
AIM Services. Before he could commit, though, he had to
overcome an unexpected hurdle. “When CDW told me its
services were free, I was skeptical,” he recalls. “My first
thought was, ‘What’s the catch?’ ”
There’s no catch.
Nearly a dozen carriers support CDW AIM Services, and
each helps fund the program, meaning it’s complimentary
for clients.
The setup also allows CDW to provide unbiased
advice about which carriers may be best for a particular
engagement.
“The hardest part of my job was convincing BorgWarner
that it didn’t have to pay because we were being
compensated by the carriers,” says Matt Brush, a CDW
account executive.
Eventually, CDW overcame Williams’s initial reservations.
“I became a believer,” he says.
With the team in place, CDW tackled the RFP legwork:
They gathered BorgWarner’s requirements, developed
a comprehensive list of potential carriers, presented
the formal RFP to these vendors, and then forwarded
responses to Williams. CDW kept Williams up to date

Five Keys to Success in
WAN Modernizations
1. Partner with networking experts who can help
determine the best technology options for
current and near-term business requirements.
2. Take advantage of free resources such as
CDW AIM Services for speeding the
RFP and implementation processes.
3. Prioritize upgrades to begin in countries where
establishing new services requires long lead times.
4. Create primary and secondary networks to
better balance latency-sensitive and routine
network traffic.
5. Build on successes by working with consultants
and carriers to identify opportunities for additional
WAN optimizations.

with weekly progress reports until a shortlist of four top
candidates emerged.
Once the AIM Services team highlighted the pros and
cons of each provider, the final call was left to Williams. “I

individual facilities in any country can link directly with any

really appreciated that CDW did not choose the carrier for

other facility.

me,” he says. “Without any bias, CDW simply presented the

In some instances, if a location outside the domestic U.S.

facts to me, and when I had enough information, I settled on

wanted to talk to BorgWarner’s Michigan headquarters,

the carrier that I felt best met my requirements.”

the traffic would first travel through the uplink pipe, which

That turned out to be AT&T, which Williams chose based
on its technical merits and ability to support the types of
services BorgWarner’s business managers requested.
Now the unexpected part: AT&T’s system, which included

became a source of latency when overutilized.
“A fully meshed network was the key to having more
control over the quality of service necessary for critical
apps,” says Ty Mayberry, a solution architect with CDW

the same service levels as BorgWarner’s previous carrier,

AIM Services. “The new solution gives BorgWarner a

delivered cost improvement.

next-generation network that supports the emerging

“I was prepared to pay for the technological advances
that I wanted to deploy in our network. The surprise was

technologies they’re rolling out to their plants.”
For easy scalability, the modernization project also

they came at a lower cost,” he says. BorgWarner’s new

ensured that fiber, not copper wiring, would connect

WAN runs multiprotocol label switching (MPLS), long the

facilities to the WAN. The facilities receive various service

go-to standard for organizations that support a high

levels, ranging from 10Mbps to 100Mbps, depending on the

number of connections across geographical regions.

size of the plant, the number of workers and other factors

The new global network is fully meshed, meaning

that impact network performance.
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Higher Rewards, Less Risk

flows to the backup network, so people in the individual

Of course, simply settling on a solution doesn’t guarantee

locations don’t experience any performance issues,” he

success. Williams relied on CDW and its partner, Digital

explains. “With our old network, traffic would also have

Direction, to ensure a successful transition from the

moved to backup networks, but performance would

existing carrier. Digital Direction, a provider of outsourced

degrade. That doesn’t happen today.”

telecommunications management services, worked
directly with Sabrina Mick, Williams’s project manager, who
scheduled the cutover in each BorgWarner location and
worked with AT&T to coordinate installation activities.
The collaboration between CDW and DigitaL Direction

BorgWarner improved performance and reliability in
other areas as well.
The secondary network now handles traffic associated
with backups and archiving of data. The company is
expanding its policy-based network management. That

helped the effort quickly return the value Williams sought

will allow individual facilities to both back up their data and

from the change.

send updates to the central BorgWarner data center.

“In my experience — and the IT community within

In the past, BorgWarner had significant costs in

BorgWarner agreed — we’ve never seen a transition go so

some countries for a 5-megabyte circuit. Now the

smoothly,” he says. “Everything was closely managed and

company pays a significantly lower cost per month for a

coordinated by the teams. There was no room for any of

50Mbps connection.

the activities to go south.”
To maintain network reliability, CDW devised a staged
approach to switching services that included a tight
project management approach to minimize disruptions.
“We brought up the new service, we tested it, we made
if available to end users, and then we disconnected the

The higher capacity has a significant impact on the
business.
“A full replicated backup copy used to take hours and
sometimes days to complete,” Williams says. “Now the
times are shorter and more predictable.”

old service. The business continued on during that whole

Ongoing Collaboration

process,” Williams says. “That happened at site after site

BorgWarner’s relationship with the CDW AIM group and

after site. I can’t think of one single operation that went

Digital Direction continues. The teams help manage day-

bad in our migration efforts. The credit fully goes out to

to-day WAN operations and oversee billing for service

Sabrina Mick and the Digital Direction team.”

charges. In addition, the CDW team works with AT&T to

With the transition in place, business units are now
benefitting from increased performance and reliability.
Capacity on the primary WAN is two-and-a-half times
greater than in the past, giving users higher speeds for

monitor upgrades, additions and other changes to the
contract.
“CDW remains an extension of my team,” Williams says.
With this foundation in place, Williams is contemplating

critical ERP and PLM applications. In addition, BorgWarner

other improvements, including enhanced disaster

is able to run voice and video traffic on the main links,

recovery capabilities for BorgWarner’s global facilities.

while moving less time-sensitive communications to a

Change is never-ending in today’s business world, but it’s

secondary network to balance workloads. Williams can

something Williams says he’s better prepared to handle,

also support his senior leadership’s demands easily.

thanks to his telecommunications partners.

“We are now running live-streaming broadcasts on our
internal networks that are highly successful,” he says.
Williams is reinvesting the cost savings he realized

“On a daily basis, we are exploring new ways to take
advantage of our network,” he says. “As a result, we’re
continuing to deepen our relationship with CDW.”

into higher levels of network redundancy for the globally
dispersed data centers and business facilities. He says
that has significantly reduced the number of failure points
Brian Kelly
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compared with the former WAN.
Better yet, if network breakdowns occur, they no longer
take a toll on business activities. “Traffic automatically

Which myths about WAN optimization can be busted? Find out at
biztechmag.com/WANmyths.
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